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ASPEOTS OF THE SITUATION 
Statement of ~he problem.-- The problem of this: paper is· to apply the 
basia. principles and procedures set forth in FUndamentals· o£ seoondery-
1/ --
Sohoo.l. Teaohing· - end the oourse in the ~ Method as presented by 
Dr. Roy o. Billett in the Boston University t:;ohoo·l of Eduoation to the unit 
organization and olass:room presenta.t:io.n of the topio, "Minority Group:s in 
America". 
Pupil analysis.-- The following unit and unit assignment were prepared' 
.--
/ 
for twe'nty-six: pupiJls in a twelfth-grade oommeroial division. ( 'llh• ohronologioal oges of the puplils rang"' from sixteen yeors' and 
elren monthss to eighteen year&; and eleven months• The range of their 
intelligence quortients as based' on the Terman Group Test of Mental Abili.ty, 
Form A is from 89 to; 127. In reading comprehension the range extend's from 
7.4 to· 10·. 7. In reading vocabulary the· range· extends.: from 7.1 to 11.0. 
This info-rmation is. based· upon results, obteine.di from the: Stanford 
Achievement T.est, Advanced Battery--Complete Fo·rm D. 
An investigation· of counselors' records• revealed that ell the pupils 
were in goo~ physical condition. 
Most of the out-of-sohoo•l acti~ities center around athletics and' 
amusements· suoh as, dancing and the movies. 
1/ Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals o.r· Seoondary-Sohool Teaching, Houghton 
Mifflin c-ompany, Boston, 1940. 
-1-
Home conditions of the pupils.-- The home environment of these pupils 
is quite varied. Quincy is a. shipbuilding city, engages in quarrying 
granite, end is made up of many people who work in Boston. Most of the 
pupils come from homes of unskilled workers. 
All the pupfls come from three definite geographic sections. Most of 
them oome from. Quinoy Point where the Fora River Shipyard is located end 
live in houses built by the government during World War I. These houses 
. are neat end comfortable with modern conveniences although they are on the 
small side end ere inclined to be overcrowded. The average family in this 
seotio~including parents, is five. The others oome from Roughs Neck which 
is similar to _QUinoy Point in population and background. Meny residents 
here make their living as clam diggers and fishermen. The remnant come from 
Wollaston and West Quincy. Wollaston is a residential section made up 
mostly of White-collar workers who are employed in Boston. West Quincy is 
a quarry section. Many of the people living there ere from Finlend end. 
sweden. 
out o£ the twenty-six members of the cless, ten came from homes where 
both the mother end father were foreign born. 
The classroom.-- The room in which this unit was taught, seats forty-
two pupils. The desks in the room were screwed to the floor and could not 
be moved. There were no tables or bookoases in the room. The blackboards 
are spaoed as follows: One at the front; one large one at the right 
extending along the entire side of the room; and one in the rear. 
To prepare this room for teaching the unit en attempt was made to 
have two rows of seats in the baok removed so that tables could be placed 
2 
there in place of the desks. It was in~ossible to obtain permission for 
this beoeuse t!!Very seat is used by the pupils in the home room end for 
other classes. The authorities felt# therefore. that for the time being it 
would be necessary to keep the seats as they were. It was: arranged to 
compensate for this by plaoing two tables in the front of the room with 
four ohairs to a table. Conferences were held here and pupils working 
together utilized the tables during the leboratory phase. The bleokboerds 
previously mentioned were made into bulletin boards where pictures end 
posters were displayed during the entire study of the unit. 
The room contains four large windows on the left-hend side and the 
sills of these windows were used in plaoe of bookcases for the reeding 
materials which the pupils required. 
An ample oloset in the rear of the room was used for filing tests. 
study guides # and other meteril!lls whioh were necessary. 
In. order to make the room available for the showing of movies, en 
outlet was out in the floor at the front of the room into Which the 
projector cord could be plugged. 
The windows were covered with light tan shades, but experiments showed 
that too l!luoh light oame into the room when these shades were down to show 
satisfactory pictures. Through the cooperation of school authoriti es a set 
of black curtains was placed over the t en ones and ere now pert of the 
pe~anent equipment. 
Arrangements were made with the director of visual eids to have e 
movie projector available on the date the unit was introduced. It was 
possible to obtain this equipment whenever it was required by plaoing an 
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Equipment and supplies.-- When the room had been satisfactorily 
arranged for t~aohing the unit the problem of preparing the necessery 
study guides, tests, and materials for the pupils had to be met. A ditto 
machine was borrowed f'rom the oormneroiel department for use during the 
teaching of the unit. This was stored in the supply closet of the room 
end the study guides and tests were typed end reproduced in quantities by 
the writer prior to the introduction of the unit to the class. 
The school librery is located on the same floor as the room in which 
this unit was taught. Arrangements were . made with the librarian to have 
all the books required for work in the unit placed on reserve so that they 
• would be available to the class whenever they were needed. Many of the 
books were sent from the library to the classroom at the beginning of the 
class period and others were kept in the room. The librerien was given a 
copy of materials and references for pupils:' use so that books would elways: 
be on hand. 
The oity library is located aoross the street from the school and 
pupils were granted permission by the principe.l to use this libretry when 
necessary during class periods. 
:Method used.-.. The method employed in building this unit and unit 
assignment was that of gathering objective data on a group of twenty-six 
pupils in the twelfth grade. In doing this, the age of the pupils was 
determined; the achievement and reading ability of' each pupil was studied; 
and the background and home conditions of the pupils were surveyed. When 
this material was analysed prepentions were made to adept the topic 
seleoted to the unit method. 
'· 
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From the various topics mentioned .in the text book and supplemente r,y 
books, simple declarative statements were made. These statements were 
carefully studied and made into the general statement of the unit expressi 
briefly and simply What the writer hoped to accomplish as e result of 
teaching the unit. 
The headings in the text book were studied carefully onoe agein and 
simple statements were made which become the delimitation of the unit. 
When this had been done, a list of probable and incidental learning 
products was drawn up. These were products which were not specifically 
planned for in the unit but which the writer hoped the pupils would 
develop 1'rom the work done on the unit. 
A special list of materials and references to be used only by the 
teacher was compiled after a careful examination of the leading literature 
in the t 'ield of the topic on minorities had been made. 
The unit assignment, which became a complete, tentative, and 
preliminar,y plan for teacher-pupil activity, was drawn up end organized into 
introductory activities, core activities, optional releted activities, a 
list of mat erials and references to be used by the pupils, and evaluative 
material. 
Complete deta.ils of this procedure will be found in Chapter Two. 
The test.-- The test items were made out prior to the teaching of the 
unit and at the time the unit was planned. The questions were grouped in 
accordance with the general statement of the unit, its delimitation, and to 
some extent on the list o£ probable end inoidentel learning products. In 
planning this test it should be particularly noted that the unit assignment 
was ignored beoause it functions only as e means to en end. 
6 
The a.nswers to the questions were to be placed in the pa.rentheses 
provided on the test paper. 
The scoring of this test is objective. A key wes made from an unused 
copy of the test and eaob item in the test oen be marked quickly and 
aoourately. 
~meographed oopies of the test were given to the pupils as a pre-test 
at the beginning of the unit. The pupils were informed that this test 
would not oount as a part of their mark. One class period of fifty minutes 
was used in giving the test. 
At the end of the unit the same test was given again and the mark 
obtained was included as a part of the mark assigned for work done in the 
entire unit. It is the intent of the writer to calculate the gains made by 
the pupils by reporting the initial soore~ the final score, end the gain of' 
each pupil on the test. 
The log.-- DUring the teaching-learning oycle a log was kept of the 
writer's observations of the pupils' work. A report of these observations 




MINORITY GROUPS n.; AMERICA 
General statement of the unit.-- The problem of .minorities is not one 
which is limited to schools or areas with cosmopolitan populat ions. It is 
a challenge for all democratic education in all American public schools. 
All children in our society have a primary need for understanding and being 
familiar with the various groups whioh are America. Mast schools have some 
diversity of group membership in their make-up. Every future citizen 
should understand wha.t our minority problems are. All should anely ze their 
feelings about dii'ferent minority groups. They should evaluat 6 the 
contributions of each of' these groups to the development of America.~ 
should be understood that cooperation among all groups is necessary for the 
establishment of peaoe. 
Delimitation of' the unit.--
1. ,Alnerioa is composed of maey raoial, nationality, religious , sooio-
eoonomi.o, and regional groups ot' people. 
2. Democracy is generally aooepted as the t·undamental way oi' lii'e for 
people in the United States. 
3. Recogni tion of the dignity of indiv iduals and the development of 
attitudes to ensure personal i'reedom without regard to raoe, 
nationality, sex, or oreed is basio to the demooratio way of' life. 
4 • . A;merioa is a melting pot and takes pride in its many nationaJ.ities; it 
bas not yet, however, achieved the complete translation of' democratic 
- 8-
principles into practices whioh prov·i.de equal opportunities :for all 
peoples. 
5. Faots indicate that there is misinformation, misunderstanding, and 
prejudice between the dominant Anglo-Protestant white group end various 
minority groups suoh as Negroes, Italians, Mexicans, Japanese, Indians, 
Catholics, Jews, and others. 
s. Good citizenship does not mean complete assimilation o:f ell cultural 
groups into one oonmon oulturel pattern, but rather a loyalty to our 
common Amerioan ideals and the preservation o:f the cultural values o:f 
eaoh group in A.ruerioa. 
7. Every oiti.zen should be stiruulated to have: (a) e due regard for his 
own cultural group, (b) a due respect for the members of other cultural 
groups, and (o) a philosophy o:f coopere.tive living with members oi' ell 
oulturel backgrounds so as to bring about conmon loyalty and purpose 
in making ,AJDerioan demooraoy work e.H'eotively. 
8. stereotyped idees about Negroes, Mexicans, Catholics, Italians, Irish, 
Jews, and other minorities oause discriminatory practices. (, 
9. The majority group is usually composed' of white people ol' Anglo-Saxon 
extraction and Protestant religious a1"1'iJ.iatio n. 
10. :Minority groups may include any peopJ.es who differ :from the ~ajority 
group either socially, politically, economically, or religiously. ~ 
11. Minority peoples are usually Negroes, Mexicans, Italians, Catholics, 
end Jews. 
12. Raoe refers to oertain distinctive physical traits. V 
13. Culture is an historical development not a biological one. _. 
9 
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14. Disori~nation is the rejecting or aooepting of a person or group by 
raoe~ color, or creed rather than by individual oharaoter, ability, 
and worth to society. 
15. Prejudice is the reeling we hav& .fo.r, or against, a person or group 
based upon our stereotypes and emotions rather ~han upon logic and 
reason. 
16. .AJJ18rioa is a nation o.f immigrants and the des·oendants oi' irmnigrants. 
The rejection of peoples by class and oeste distinctions is 
incompatible with our way of life. 
List of probable inoirect and incidental learning products.--
A· Indirect 
1. an attitude o.f respect and adn1iration for the heroes and lead~rs 
oi' all raoes·. 
2. A deeper love t·o,r the ideals c1' America as described in the Bill 
of Rights. 
3. An appreciation of the fact thet ali people in the world are more 
aiike than unlike. 
B. Incidental 
1. The improvement oi' certain skills suoh as making end interpreting 
charts, maps, and graphs. 
2. The development oi' skiils oi' reading with understanding, of 
writing .for the olear expression of ideas, and oi' cooperation with 
i'ellow workers. 
3. The development of the ability to solve problems logically. 
List of Materials and References for Teachers' Use Only 
l. Allport, Gordon, AB~'S of Soapegoating. Chicago: Central Yb£A College 
2. Alpenfels, ~thel J., Sense end Nonsense of Race. New York: Friendship 
Press:, 1946. 
3. Baruch, Dorothy, Glass House of Prejudice. New York: Morrow, 1946. 
4. Benedict, Ruth, anc.t Gene Wel tfish, "The Raoes oi' Mankind". New York: 
Public Affairs Committee Pamphlet, 1944. 
5. Hooten, E. A·, Up From the APe. New York: MacMillan, 1936. 
6. SUtherland, Robert L., Color, Class, and Personality. Washington: 
A10erican c.-ouncil on Education, 1942. 
7. warner, w. Loyd, and Paul s. Lunt, The social Life of a .Modern 
C"Onnnunity, Vol. 1. The Yankee City series. New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1941. 
Periodical Literature 
1. Allport, a·ordon, "Controlling Group Prejudice", Annals American 
Academy, 244: 1-182, March, 1946. 
2. B'enediot, Ruth, "Race Problems In ,Amerio·a'', A.Jnerioan Academy, 216: 73• 
78, July, 1941. 
3. Carr, Mrs. J. L., 11 A Mother Looks At America", Parents~ Magazine Reprint 
l-9, September, !944. 
4. Dubois, E. B., "Prospect of a World Without Raoe", American Journal of 
sociology, 29: 450-6, March, 1944. 
5. 1l/.lYrdal, Gunnar, 11 Anterican Dilemma11 , Political science Quarterly, 59: 
321-40, september, 1944. 
ll 
UN:ET ASSIGNMl!.""'NT 
Introductory act.bitiea-.- This unit :ii.s. to- be introduo·ed by a pre-test. 
·rhe pre-test will determine the experiences, of the class, in the problem to 
be studied and act as a. measuring devioe at the conclusion af the unit 
stuey. 
Two sound· pioture.s will be shown to the olass. ¥rior to showing these 
pictures the class will be given a paper with the follo:wing questions to be 
used as a guide in viewing the pictures. 
You are going to see two pictures today. They have been seleoted· 
because th~ illustrate many of the concept s we hope you will attain as- a 
result o~ the work in this, problem. 
The first pic·ture is called "Don' t be a Sucker". You should be able 
to disouss intelligently the following questions after having seen the 
pioturea: 
1. Name the "suckers" illustrated in the picture. 
2. What propaganda device is used by the "Soap B'ox Speaker" to arouse the 
mob? 
3. Against whet groups did he direct attack? 
4. Why was~ the ,A.merican fla.g used in oonnection with the speech? 
5. When did the young men listening to the speech first become doubtful 
about the truth of the statements made? 
6. How did the Nazis gain control of Germany? 
7. Vlhat appeals' were made to win the youth to the Nazi oause? 
8. What was. the first step taken by the Nazi? 
12 
9. ~ell how the teacher ridiculed Superman theories of the Nazis. 
10. Where did all the hate eventually lead? 
11. Select one example of glittering generality used by the speaker. 
12. If minorities mentioned by the speaker were eliminated in this country 
whet would happen to· America? 
13. Meaning of "we group11 , "they group" 1 and "usn? 
"Brotherhood of Man" is the title of the seoond picture. 
1. What does this picture show about the size: of the world? Significance!/ 
2. What emotion doe& the green image represent? 
3. D~ we all have a green image? What is yours? 
4. What happens when logic is controlled by emotions? 
5. What are three primary racial groups? Wnerein lies basio differences 
between each? 
s. What does the size of the brain indicate? 
7. How many types of blood are there? 
s. Is the blood of a Negro different from the blood of a. white? 
9. What basio ideas are common to all branches of man? 
10. To what do you attribute the differences in living habits end oustoms.: 
among various groups of people? Heredity or environment? Reasons? 
11. Vfuat things do people acquire? 
12. SuiTDDarize the oonolusion of the pioture whioh gives 1vhat it oonsiders 
to be the only hope of civilization. 
At the conclusion of the picture a discussion will be held. 
Following the discussion mentioned above the procedure to be followed 
during the work on the unit will be explained. 
13 
crore activitie~.--
l. What are the various groups that make up the population of the United 
states? 2• . 
2. :Make a classi.fioation of the different groups< and give numbers~ 14: 
521-527 
3. What is the composition of our popula.tion in QUincy"/ 
4. What are the various seots (religious) in the United states1 1: 101 
s. Give the names and number~ of the ten highest. l: 101 
6. How many of t~se religions are represented in QUincy'l In Quinoy High 
School'l 
7. How have' these various groups af'feoted the growth and development of 
the United states"/ Name the o ontribution·s of these groups. 14: 512-
517; 521-524 
a. What are some of the problems of harmonious relationships between 
different ra,oes and groups? 14: 498-502 
g. When is a group regarded as a minority? 6: 582 
10. How does prejudice destroy harmony between groupa? 6: 586-587 
11. What is prejudice'? 26: Chapter l 
12. How do we get our prejudices'? 26: 16, 22, 29-33 
13. What are the principal raoes in the world? 6: 84-89; 
14. What is i:.ha meaning of discrimination? 6: 891 
15. Give one example of' political, social, and economic ·sorimination 
16. 
17. 
.from your own experience. 
How oan we improve on the existing efforts to ~ stroy prejudice and 
discrimination? I 
What is the work o.f the Massachusetts Fair Employment Praotise 
c·ommi s s ion'? 
14 
18. Vlhat. can you do to prevent discrimination? 
19. Name four types: of groups which are often regarded as minorities? 6: 
582-606 
20. What is the dominant group in Amerio6? 6: 582-606 
21. What constitutes· the differences between groups? 6.: 606 
22. Name the effects of' prejudice on the person who practises it. 27 
23. Discuss the relationship of' prejudice to Democ raoy. 27 
24. Is there suoh a thing as: 11 racial superiority"? Explain your answer. 
25. 'Whioh has; more influence on our intelligence, aocomplishments, end' 
personality--heredity or environment? Reasons? 6: 84-95 
26. Does one racial group ha.ve more native intelligence than another? 
27. J)bes; sex af'f'eot intelligence? 6: 87' 
28. What. is the C_ivil Rights Bill? What is the significance of' this'l 
what problems peouliar to their situation do the AnJericen born children 
I 
29·. 
of immigrants. have~ 20: 
30. Discuss the following questions in relation to your school: <rould any 
student who is qualified be chosen president of his olass, of the 
student oounoil, or of a olub? Would raoe, nationality, or religion 
bar a student from election to a high office? DO all students have a 
fair ohanoe to win places on athletic teams, regardless of race, 
nationality, religion, or economic standing? 
31. In what ways do you think all men are equal? Unequal? 
32. What are culture traits, culture pattern&, and folkways? 15: 
Chapters 5-6 
33. What characteristics of groups often have serious disadvantages? 3: 
132-138 
l5 
34. Make a list of the "we groups" to which you belong end the "they 
groups" to which others in you.r neighborhood belong. 
35. comment upon this statement: The worth of en individual is not 
determined by his race or nationality. 
36. v~at is the difference between cultural lag and revolution? 20: 255-
260 
37. Explain and give examples of cultural borrowing. 15: Chapter 6 
38. Give examples of instances in which democracy is not practised in the 
United states today. Why is it not practised? 22: Pert III 
39. noes immigration lower our standard of livin~? Explain. 
40. 'V~at is the relationship between inunigretion and orime? 
41. Shall we prohibit all immigration into the United states? Give reason 
for your answer. 
42. nno is an immigrant? 3: 314-317 
43. ~by is it more difficult to assimilate Orientals than Europeans? DO 
you agree? 9: 236-237 
44. Would you classifY e race as being hot-heeded, dumb, or criminal? 
Expla.in. 
45. Make a full report in writing on sooiel adjustments involving the 
immigrant. 13: 23-28 
46. Read the Roll of Honor in your neighborhood for world war II. Copy te 




1. What are the various groups that make up the population of the United 
states? 2: 42-45 
2. Make a olassifioation of the different group• end give numbers• 14: 
521-527 
3. What is the composition of our population in QUincy? 
4. What are: the: various sectac (religious:) in the United States? l: 101 
6. ~~ve the names- and' numbers of the ten highest. 1: 101 
6. How mall¥ of these religions' are represented in QUincy? In Quinoy High 
Sohool? 
1. How have these various groups affected the growth and development of 
the United states? Name the contributions of these groups. 14: 512-
517; 521-524 
8. 'What are some of the problems of harmonious relationships between 
different races and groups? 14: 49a~so2 
9. When is a group regarded as a minority? 6: 582 
10. How does prejudice destroy harmony between groups? 6: 586-587 
11. What is prejudice? 26: Chapter l 
12. How do we get our prejudices? 26: lS• 22~ 29-33 
13. What are the principal raoes in the world? S: 8~89 
14. What is the meaning of discrimination? 6: 89 
15. Gi.ve one example: of political~ social_, and eoonomio disoriminatio n from 
your own experience. 




17. Whet is the work of the Massachusetts Fair Employment Practise 
Oommission? 
18. What can you do to prevent discrimination? 
19. Name four types of groups' 'which ere often regarded as minorities? 6: 
582-606 
20. What is the dominant group in America? 6· . 582-606 
21. What constitutes the differences between groups? 6: 606 
22. Name the el:'feots of prejudice on the person who· practises it.'l 27 
23. Discuss the relationship or prejudice to Democracy. 27 
24. Is there such a thing as 11 racial superiority"? Explain your answer. 
6: 84-95 
25. Which has; more influence on our intelligence, acc·omplisbments;1 and 
personality--heredity or environment? Reasona? 6: 84-95 
26. noes one racial group have more native intelligence than another? 
27. noes sex arfeot intelJ.igence? s:: 87 
28. What is the Oivil Rights Hill? What b the significance ot' this? 
29'. What problems: peculiar to their situation do the Ameri'o·an born children 
ot' immigrants have'/ 20: 223-229 
30. Discuss the fo.Llowing questions in relation to your school: Oould any 
student who is qualified be chosen president of his class, o£ the 
student council, or of a club? Would race, nationality, or religion 
bar a student from election to a high offioet Do all students have a 
fair ohanoe to win places on athletic teams, regardless of race, 
nationality, religion, or economic standing? 
31. In what ways do you think all men are equal? Unequal? 
32. llhat are culture traits, culture patterns, and folkways? 15: 
Ohapters 5-6 
33. What characteristics of groups often have serious disadvantages? 3: 
132-138 
34. Make a list of the "we groups" to which you belong and the "they 
groups" to 'Which others in your neighborhood belo~. 
35. C.omment upon this statement: The worth of en individual is not 
determined by his race or nationality. 
36. What is the difference between cultural lag and revolution? 20: 255-
260 
37. Explain and give examples o1' oultural borrowing·~ 15: Chapter 6 
38. Give examples of instanoes in which democracy is not practised in the 
United states today. Why is it not practised? 2· . Part In 
39·. Does immigration J.ower our standard of living? Explain. 
40. What is the relationship between imndgration and orime? 
41. shall we prohibit all immigration into the United State~ Give reasons 
for your answer. 
42. Who is an immigrant? 3· . 
43. Why is it more difficult to assimilate Oriente.ls than Europeans? Do 
you e.gree? 9: 236-237 
44. would you olessify e raoe as being hot-heeded, dumb, or criminal? 
Explain. 
45. Make a full report in writing on social adjustments involving the 
immigrant. 13: 23-28 
,46. Read· the Roll of Honor in your neighborhood .for World war II. Copy 





, 1. Oral reports 
a. Oral report on Life ~ ~ Indian Reservation. 
b. Debate question: ".All illllligration should be forbidden." 
o. Report on Americanization ~ ~ Quinoy. 
d. Opportunities offered in QUincy to members of minority groups'. by 
suoh organizations asc C.Y.O., Y.M.H.A., Y.M.C.A.. 
e. ~ntel"V'iew a C'atholic pri.est, a Rabbi, and a Minister. Explain 
what you are studying and ask for their oomments. Report your 
findings to the olass ... 
2. Written reports 
a. Make a collection of actual oases of discrimination against 
members of minority groups in America. Use newspapers, magazines, 
and personal experiences. 
b. Investigate the attitude of organized labor toward the Negro 
worker. 
c. Make a list of all the nationalities in ~inoy and write a brief 
history of their achievements. 
d. Select at random 100 oonseoutive names. in 'Who's Who ane1 tabulate 
their raoial background'. 
e. Make a list of all the churches in your ooi!IDunity. List t.he dates; 
of' f'ounding and write a brief' history of the origin oi' eaoh in 
Ameriaa. 
r. Visit the church of Presidents. write a suDillary of' the lives of 
the men buried there. Expiain their attitude toward religion and 
opportunities for ail men in Ameriaa. 
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3. Charts and maps 
a. Make a oiroular colored chart showing the composition of our 
population in 1930 and 1940. Signifioanoe? 
b. Make a world map showing the parts of the world repr~sented in 
the popula~ion or ~inoy. 
o. Make a map of the United States (using ~our inoh one) to show 
sections of the country that have problems connected with racial 
mixtures. 
d. Show by means of graphs the number of nationalities represented in 
your class. 
4. Music and poetry 
a. Make a oolleo~ion of records showing the oon~ributions of various 
nationalities to musio in the world. Play some of these in olass. 
b. Make e list of the famous danoe bands in AJnerioe. How many of 
the leaders are ooJ.ored. How many are :foreign born? How many are 
second gen~ration ~rioans? 
o. Select a list of poems wri~ten by famous poets throughout the 
world. Indicate your favorite poems and. poets and teJ.l why you 
like them. 
5. 0 ral or written 
a. Famous athletes in America. College and Professional teams. 
Indicate "nicknames!' that show Nationalities or Religion. 
Examples: Fighting Irish--Notre Dame, Praying Oolanels--~entre 
College, Fighting Swedes. 




o. Take any £ield in whioh you are interested and make a list of the 
outstanding figures in that field. Find out their background, 
birthplace, nationality, and religion. Indicate whether any of 
these things have helped or hindered them in their drive to fame. 
Explain the reasons for your views. 
This list of' optional related activities will be printed and placed 
on the taok board where all the students may see it. Pupils will be 
instructed to arrange for an interview with the teacher before beginning 
work on any of these topics. 
A card box will be placed on the teacher's desk containing a oard of 
detailed instructions for eaoh of these topios. This will enable, the 
teacher to devote more time_to individual work as a result of not having to 
explain to each pupil what is to be dona. 
These oards will contain the following information. 
0 ral reports 
1. Life on an Indian Reservation• Draw a large map illustrating the 
---
geographical location of Indians in America. See Inside U.S.A., by 
Gunther. Look for items l~e these: 
I 
a. Where did Indians come from? Vlhen? 
b. 'Where did they settle? Why? 
o. What about the standards of living of the group? 
d. Why are there prejudices against the Indian? 
e. Wbat is the general level of education of the group? 
r. What group seems to suffer most from prejudice? 
g. What are the religious affiliations of the group? 
h. Vfuat can be done to eliminate this prejudice? 
i. Discuss the contributions of the Indian to A.merioa. Leaders, 
athletes. 
j. Are there any Indians in Quinoyt 
2. Debate: "All immigration should be forbidden." 
a. Check with the teacher to find out the names of other students 
iJ;lterested in debating• 
b. Decide whioh side of the question you wish to defend. 
o. Write out arguments in outline form and pass in for approval. 
3. Report on Americanization work in ~inoy. 
Interview Mr. Riooio in Room 310. Mr. Riooitt is head of the evening 
school in QUincy. ,1\.sk him questions along this line and take notes on his 
answers. 
a. 'What is the work of the ,A.maricanization class·es'? 
b. Who teachers these classes? What are their qualifications! 
c·. What people are eligible for these classes? 
d. V~y are the classes necessary? 
e. What subjects are taught and why? 
f. When a person completes the course what happens? 
g ·. How long does this course last? 
h. Who pays for it? 
i. What is the attitude of the people in the olass: toward America? 
j. How many people in Quinoy have completed the oourse in the las~ 
ten years? 
k. Vvhere do these people oome from? 
Write up the answers in the form of a report and submit it to the 
teacher for approval. Indic ate whether you would be willin~ to give the 
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report to some other class i£ oalled upon to do so. 
4. Opportunities offered in ~inoy to members of minority groups1 by suoh 
organizations as C.Y.O., Y.M.H.A., Y. M.C.A. 
Pupila interested in this report will make arrangements with the 
teacher to leave class during the regular scheduled period for individual 
field trips to plaoes mentioned above. Consult the map of Quinoy on the 
bulletin board for the location of these places. 
Plan to visit one place each class period. I£ more time is required 
you will make arrangements for out of school time. 
Go• to eaoh place and ask to speak to the director. Explain what you 
are studying in class and interview the director. Prepare a series of 
questions which you will ask during the interview and submit them to the 
teacher for approval. Your report based upon the interview and observation 
will be presented orally to the class after you have consul ted with the 
teacher and the report has been approved. 
5. Individuals working on this report are urged to visit members of 
religious organizations who differ from their religious belief. Visits 
will be made outside of class time. 
a. Call on the phone before making a visit and request an appointment. 
b. Dn not stay too long unless you are .urged' to do so. 
o. Do not under any oiroumstanoes argue about religious points of 
view. 
d. Explain the reason for the visit, tell of the work being done in 
olasa;1 and ask clerio to explain his point of view. 
e. write up an account of your visit explaining feelings, emotions, 




6. Collection of actual oases of discrimination against members of minorit 
groups in ,America. 
a.. In the opening paragraph of the paper explain your understanding 
of discrimination. 
b. Explain what you understand by minority groups. 
~. Go to the school library and begin research on articles using 
magazines, newspapers, and books. 
d. summarize each article in point on white paper in ink. 
e. State conclusions reached and offer some solution to the problem. 
7. Investigate the attitude of organized labor toward the negro worker. 
a. Explain your understanding or the term organized labor. 
b. Look up the philosophy and history or the C.I.O. See O'Rourke , 
Problems ~ Democraol, under Organized Labor. 
c. Look up the philosophy and history of the A. F. of L. (In work 
oited above) 
8. List all nationalities in Quincy. 
a. Arrange with the teacher to go to the Chamber of Commerce Building 
next to the Quincy Court House. 
b. Upon arrival ask for Mr. Alex Purdon. 
c. Request the printed list of racial groups in Quincy. 
d. List these groups with numbers. 
e. Tell backgrounds of each group and explain culture patterns as now 
lived. 
f. Make a map or QUincy and show sections in Which each group lives. 
g. ,~·rite a summary on the signirioanoe of your study. 
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9. One hundred consecutive names in Who's Who. 
a. Go to the library and obtain the book. 
b. List 100 names as they appear at random. 
o. After each name give nationality background of each one. 
d. Write a paper of not less than 250 words explaining the meaning 
for democracy of your work. 
10. List of churches in your community. 
a. Make a list of the ohurohes. 
b . nesoribe the buildings and name religious affiliation of ee.oh one. 
o. List the dates of the founding of eaoh religion and dates of 
erection of churoh. 
d. Write a brief history of the origin of' eaoh religious group in 
Amerioa. 
e. Tell when religious groups first oeme into QUincy. 
f. List number of people in eaoh congregation. 
g . Write a paragraph explaining the significance of these churches in 
your oonrnunity. 
11. Church of the Presidents. 
a. vnzy is this church called the Church of Presidents? 
b. Name the men buried here? 
c. Why were the bodies of these men buried in the ohuroh? 
d. write a brief' summary of' the lives of' the men buried here. 
e. What was the attitude of t hese men toward religion? 
f. How did these men feel about equal rights for all? Why did they 
feel as they did about this problem? 
g. would you say that these men were demooratio in the sense that 
ou understand the word? 
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h. ~hat influence did the feelings of these men have on the history 
of Quincy? 
i. Would you say that the attitude whioh these men possessed has, 
ohanged' in QUincy in the last few years? How do you account for 
your opinion'/ 
Charts and maps: 
12. aomposition chart. 
a. :Make a large oirole on a plain pieoe of' white paper. 
b. Divide this oirole into sections which will show the percentage 
of' different nationality groups in AJnerioa for the years l~ ~nd 
' '· 1949. 
o. · Color eaoh seotion and make appropriate key. 
d. Obtain figures for this ohart from the world Almanac whioh is on 
the table. 
e. Interpret your chart in writing and explain conclusions reached as 
a result of your work in the light of all the material you have 
studied to date on this problem. 
13. World map. 
a. Obtain outline of world from the table folder. 
b. On this map by colo•r or distinguishing marks of your own choosing 
show those sections of the world which are represented in the 
population of' the oity of c.tuincy. 
o. set up a key which will allow a person at a glance to interpret 
the meaning of your map. 
d. :Mount the ootnpleted map on a large cardboard which is appropriate! 
marked in teacher's desk drawer. 
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e. Copy of racial population may be obtained at the ~inoy Chamber of 
-
Commeroe Building. 
14. Raoial problems in the United' states;, 
a. Obtain map of United States reproduced four times on a single shee 
of paper in the drawer of the teacher's desk whioh is appropriate! 
marked. 
b. on this map show those sections of the United states which have 
problems due to different racial mixtures. 
o. Make your map easy to interpret by using dif'ferent colors to 
represent the different skin oolors of the people and the 
different geographic sections of the country. 
d. see Goode's School Atlas for suggestions on use of different color 
schemes and for large blown up depiction of individual sections of 
v arious states. 
15. Nationalities represented in your class. 
a. Interview each member of the class during the class period and 
write down on a piece of paper the nationality of eaoh. It is not 
necessary to include the names of the individuals. 
b. Assimilate your findings by grouping members of the same nationelitJ 
background's into blocks. 
o. Draw a bar graph showing the results of your study. 
d. see Packard, overton, and Wood, Global Geography, for samples of 
bar graphs and bar graph construction. 
Musio and poetry 
16. Contributions of v arious nationalities to music in the world. 
a. Make a oolleotion of reoords which will demonstrate the difference 
in music of different nationalities. (Language, tempo, and theme) 
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b. Bring records to class for playing. 
o. Make certain you have auditioned reoords to be played. 
d. Before record is played give title, tell something of the singer, 
or players suoh as background, reason for fame, and struggles to 
reach the top. 
e. After record has been played explain reason for selection and why 
you liked it. 
f. Cheok with the teacher before attempting this assignment. 
g. ~hen you have received permission to go ahead pass in in writing 
the data on which you will be prepared to make your contribution. 
This is necessary to ensure the obtaining of the maohins. 
17. Famous dance bands and leaders in the United ~tates. 
a. List the famous danoe bands in Amerioa today. 
b. List the leaders of these bands and indicate: 
(1) Number colored. 
(2) Number foreign born. 
(3) Number second generation Americans. 
o. sal eo t th rae records illustrating styles of musio. 
d. Pl~ the records. Tell why you like them. Give brief sketch of 
leader or members of band. Indicate whether nationality back-
ground has hindered popularity in any way. EXplain reasons for 
your views. 
18. Poems and poets of the world. 
a. Seleot a list of poems written by poets of various nationalities. 
List the names of the poems and the poets. 
b. write out your favorite poem and explain reason for selecting it. 
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Give a brief history of the poet who wrote it. Include such things 
as nationality, environment, climb to fame, and recognition by the 
world. 
c. Option on Item 2. Do the same thing orally. 
Oral or written 
19. Famous athletes in America. 
a. VJrite names of your ten favorite athletes. 
b. Indicate the school or team for which they play. 
o. Tell "nioknmne11 of the school or team. 
d. Show different number of nationalities represented in this group. 
e. Show religious backgrounds of colleges or schools represented. 
f. Show by examples whether background, nationality, or religion has 
prevented,any of the athletes or schools mentioned from competing 
with other groups or playing with other groups. Example: Negroes 
were once forbidden to play in the big leagues. Colored players 
from the North were not allowed to play against college teams in 
the South. 
20. Movie stars. 
a. List your favorite movie stars. 
b. Paste their pictures on paper. 
c. Under ea.ch picture indicate their nationality, background, and 
religion. 
d. Explain what each picture shows about the theory -of racial 
o haraoteri stio s. 
e. Tell the number of stars whose nationality or religious backgrounds 
came as a surprise to you. 
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f. Does the faot of their nationality affect in any way your feeling 
for the star or stars? Explain your answer. 
21. The outstanding figures in some partic ular field. 
a. In this activity you are t o i ndicate your field. 
b. Name the leaders in the field. 
o. Indicate their birthplace, nationality, religion, and outstanding 
contributions to the field. 
d. Writ e about one hundred words on items given in ~ above, showing 
whether any of the faots mentioned have been drawbacks in their 
drive to fame. 
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FN ALUATIVE MATE'RIAL 
I 
In the space at the left write the correct letters which fit the 
sentence. (A) Agree (SA) Strongly Agree (D) Disagree (SD) Strongly 
Disagree (U) Uncertain 
1. Foreign-born persons should be given jobs only when all native 
Americans have jobs. 
2. Our foreign born are as· patriotic as anyone else. 
3. If' the Negro were treated equally he would be as· good a citizen as: 
the white American. 
4. ~ating with a colored person would be ver,y unpleasant. 
5. It really takes about three generations for foreign born to 
become AJnericans in the fullest sense of the word. 
6. I pref'er to associate with people who speak English that I can 
understand. Which is this'? (1) Discrimination (2) Prejudice 
(3) Soepegoating (4) predilection 
7. Native-born Americans ere less criminal than are foreign-born 
residents. 
8. There are some nationalities living in America who should not be 
allowed to marry native-born Americans. 
9. MOst foreign born generally make excellent citizens. 
10. our foreign born are not very clean about their homes end persons. 
11. The South is right in segregating its colored people. 
12. Negroes are too aggressive. 






Multiple choice: Place number of correct answer or answers on the 
line at the left of the question. 
1. If you close your eyes and put your finger on a map of the world 
what truth would you find about the people in that place? 
(l) The same color skin as yours. (2) Dominant racial traits ere 
the same. (3) S.ame religious beliefs. (4) Blood types the same 
as yours. 
2. Races and nations all contribute to civilization but which haa 
contributed the least to date? (1) Italy (2) United States 
(3) Greece (4) Egypt . 
3. Under which conditions would a child be rr..ore apt to acquire 
prejudice against a group? (1) Associating. with pleymates in e 
mixed nationality area. (2) Going to school in a community that 
believes in segregation. (3) Living in an area where there is 
segregation socially. (4) Living in a section where one religion, 
one nationality, and one race live. 
4. Which are believed without feats·? (l) Race mixture results in 
increased vigor. (2) There is a superior race. (3) There are 
only superior individuals in all races. (4) The Jews are a race. 
5. Which causes religious prejudice among Catholics, Jews, e.nd 
Protestants? (1) Knowledge of the oormoon origin of man. 
(2) Disrespect for worship of one God. (3) Ignorance of real 
meaning of different church customs. (4) Doctrine taught in eaoh 
ohuroh. 
6. Which is it that causes members of social groups to smell 
differently? {l) Color of skin (2) Climate {3) Sweat Glands 
(4) Food and clothing 
7. Which appeal to a group is the most likely to be successful? 
(1) Appeal to individual leaders in the group. (2) An appeal to 
the intelligence. (3) An appeal to the spirit of fair play. 
(4) The emotional appeal that uses a popular stereotype. 
8. Under which of the following conditions is one • s opinion most 
easily influenced through suggestion? (1) In a olass room at 
school. (2) Listening to a debate. (3) In an audience at a 
political rally. (4) In a panel discussion. 
9. Which n1otion picture is more apt to shape our ideas? (l) A 
picture based on ref'orm. (2) Travel pictures. (3) Animated. 
cartoons. (4) Drama world pictures based on a social problem. 
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III 
Fill in the blank or blanks with the word or words whiob will make 
the sentence have correct meaning. 
1. Different peoples have different ways of life; these ways form a patter 
whioh is called o£ a people. 
------
2. The major culture groups in Americ-a today ere ______ , 
, and • 
----------- -----------
3. The habits, ideas, and ways o£ doing things by groups are celled 
• 
------
4. One o£ the most notable features of cultural borrowing is that 
Patterns are more rapidly borrowed then 
----------- ----------
• 
5. Individuals do not need to think and act exactly alike in order to live 
and work peaoefuliy together. They need, on the contrary, to 
and the differences between one another. 
----------- -----------
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Identification: Mark number on line that best defines term. 
(l) Culture 
(2) Mongoloid 




(7) Acquired characteristic 
(8) Divide and conquer 
l. Theory practised by Hitler. 




3. A study of man's bodily measurements and oul tural achievements. 
4. Contributes the brownish tinge to the skin. 
5. A primary race of the world. 
6. A trait which is developed by training. 
7. A body of people having in general a common inheritance and a 
common civilization. 
8. Central European people. 
9. Transmission of mental or physical qualities within the family. 





The £ol1owing scrambled list suggests some o£ the personality patterns 
exhibited by some majority and minority group members. In columns at left I 







1. Patriot--o£fioial trustee of dominant culture. 
2. Conformist--Con£orms control of majority group. 
3. Parochial--Desires separation in order to avoid 
pressures. 
4. Appeasing--Technique of flattery to gain desires ! 
5. Disciplinary--Authority over minority group. 
6. tieparatist-"Desires biracial culture. 










Bxpletive--Uses smaller groups for economic gain 
Sentimentalist--Do-gooders paternal attitude. 
Aggressive--Forthright behavior to gain status. 
Radical--Wishes to speed up changes in relations 
scapegoat--Hits back at less defensive persons. 
Democratic--Realistic approach to social ideals. 
Shizophrenic--Dual personality, acceptable to 
both groups. 




In the list presented below there are statements whioh are facts and 
statements which are ~ths. 
Show your ability to distinguish between the two by placing the correo 
number of the statement under the oorreot column at the left. 
Feet IY.Wth 
l. The ancestry of all peopl~ is mixed. 
2. There are pure races. 
There are only superior individuals, and they are membe Is 
of all races. 
4. There is a superior race. 
5. The present civilization known as the white man• s is 
built upon contributions borrowed from many peoples. 
6. Races do not change. 
7. Races are constantly changing. 
8. The Jews are a religio,us group. 
9. The Negro lacks only the opportunity to achieve 
prominence. 
10. The white race is superior because it has developed the 
highest known civilization. 
11. The Jews are a race. 
12. Differences in physical racial traits are important. 
13. Raoe mixture produces inferi or offspring. 
14. Race mixture results in 11 hyb rid mixture" • 




Indicate in the column to the left the numbers of the statements which 
are mo·st often used as the basis for discriminatory practices in ,America. 
The statements whioh most often 
are used as the basis for 
discriminations in Amerioa are: 
I Number 
1. The Jews control the money of the 
country. 
2. The vest majority of Jews belong to 
the middle oless or the poor olass. 
s. Mexicans· ere shiftless end 
laokadaisio:al. 
4. Most Negroes are poor and ignorant 




The Mexican people have a cultural 
background which emphasizes regard 
for beauty, grace~ and courtesy. 
Catholics would like to get control o 
our government and have it r un by the 
hierarchy here until the Pope takes 
over. 
7. The Japanese are by nature tricky and 
cruel and so none of them can be 
trusted. 
8. Most Catholics in America believe 
deeply in democracy end rule of the 
mejo rity. 
I 
9. The Negroes are, after all, a 
primitive race; they have to be 
treated as children a while longer I 
before they oan compete on equal 
terms with white people. 
10. Japanese on the whole are like any 
other human group; the majority are 
honest and kind. 
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VIII 
Identification: Plaoe the number of the correct term in space at left 
'- (l) Prejudice 
~(2) Public opinion 
~ (3) Faot 
., (4) Dynamic public opinion 
(5) Pressure groups 
.:..- (6) Belief 
~. (7) Stereotype 
L..-{8) Press release 
- (9) Propaganda 
~ (10) Opinion 
A settled feeling or conviction on some subject as distinquished 
from what one knows to be true. 
,/ _ 2. A fixed idea about a person or thing, arising from inaccurate 
observation or knowledge. 
3. An organization united to edvooete some particular policy. 
4. Publio opinion that departs .from custom end tradition. 
5. Ideas or information spread to deliberately shape opinion. 
6. Prepared articles on various phases of public policies. 
7. The oonoensus of opinion on any matter of general interest. 
8. A convi.otion that something is true. 
9. A reel state of things. 
10. An opinion based on other grounds than reason. 
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CHAPTER III . 
ESTIMA.TING PUPIL GROWTH 
Growth indicated.-- It is possible to see at a glenoe the initial soore 
end the final soore made by eaoh pupil on the test (Table 1). EVery pupil 
made some gain on the seoond test. The points gained are shown in oolumn_ 
(4) of Table 1. 
In Table 2 under columns (2) e.nd (3) the chronological age end the 
intelligence quotient of each pupil tested is shown. 
The range of scores made before and after teaching the unit ere shown 
clearly in Table 3. 
Careful examination of the graph which follows Table 3 will show e 
comparison of the soores made on the pre-test and the final test. It is 
interesting to observe that the lowest score made on the final test was 
twenty-two points higher than the lowest score made on the pre-test. '.!!he 
highest score on the final test was fourteen points higher than the highest 
score on the pre-test. 
The relative growth of the class is clearly demonstrated in Table 4 
and Table 5. Particular attention should be given in these teblea to the 
mean, standard deviation, and actual distribution of pupil growth as 
determined by the pre-test and final test. 
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Table 1. Initial score, Final Score, and Points Gained 
by ~aoh Pupil on Test. 
Pupil I nitial Final Points 
score l:)oore Gained 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
l 42 65 23 
2 68 77 9 
3 54 82 28 
4 59 71 12 
5 53 80 27 
6 62 75 13 
7 47 64 17 
8 55 57 2 
9 38 60 22 
10 51 78 27 
11 55 79 24 
12 43 72 27 
13 61 80 19 
14 56 73 17 
15 50 73 23 
16 35 70 36 
17 41 75 34 
18 50 70 20 
19 50 70 20 
20 53 75 22 
21 42 67 25 
22 42 65 23 
23 47 75 28 
24 55 73 18 
25 48 71 23 
26 45 60 15 
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lrble 2. Age, Intelligence QUotient, Reeding Vooabub.ry., Reading Comprehensio1 , 
~~itiel Soore on Test, and Final Score on Test for Eaoh Pupil. I 
I 
1 pil Age Intelligence Reading Reeding Initial Score Final Soq re ~otient ~ Vocabulary b/ comprehension o/ on Test on Test! 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
1 17- 7 127 8.9 9.2 42 65 
2 18- 1 122 8.9 9.3 68 77 
3 17-ll 119 9.5 9.5 54 82 
4 17- 3 119 10.5 9.3 59 71 
5 17- 4 118 8.2 9.3 53 80 
6 18- 8 117 11.0 10.7 62 75 
7 16-11 115 8.9 8.7 47 64 
8 17-10 115 9.0 9. 5 55 57 
9 17- 5 114 7.2 8.1 38 60 
• 0 17- 2 114 7.9 8.1 51 78 I 17- 9 113 8.4 8.3 55 79 ~~ 17- 3 111 7.9 7.8 43 72 
&.3 17- 6 110 8.5 9.0 61 80 ~: 17- 2 108 8.2 8.7 56 73 18- 9 107 7.8 8.0 50 73 
I 17- 6 107 10.6 9.0 35 70 ~~ 17- 8 106 7.9 9.5 41 75 
~8 17- 8 106 8.1 7.5 50 70 l~ 17- 8 104 7.1 8.5 50 70 17- 2 101 9.3 8.7 53 75 
~1 18-10 98 7.8 9.0 42 67 
12 17- 7 95 8.2 8.1 42 65 ~3 17- 9 95 8.5 9.0 47 75 
·~4 17- 6 92 8.2 8.4 55 73 
5 17- 1 92 8.0 7.4 48 71 
r6 18-11 89-
7.1 7.4 45 60 
j Terman Group Test of Mental Ability, Forn1 A· Stanford Achievement Test, Advanced Battery - Complete Form D. 
Stan£ord Achievement Test, Advanced Battery - Complete Form D. ~ 
Table: 3. Range of Soore:s Before and After Teaching 
the Unit. 




























Mean - 50 




























Mean - 72 
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GRAPH COlAPl\RING HANGE OF SCORl!:S MADE BY 26 :?UPTLS 
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Be£ore Teaohing Unit 
After Teaohing Unit 
. I 
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Table 4. Calculation of' the Mean end Standard Deviation' on the Pre-test. 
Raw Soores 
in olass Frl-intervals of F D FD 
I three: 
I 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5~) 
I 66-68 1 + 6 + 6 36 
63-65 0 + 5 + 0 0 
60-62 2 + 4 + 8 32 
57-59 1 + 3 + 3 9 
54-56 5 + 2 +10 20 
51-53 3 + 1 + :3 3 
48-50 4 0 0 
45-47 3 - 1 - 3 3 
42-44 4 - 2 - 8 16 
39-41 1 - 3 - 3 9 
36-38 1 - 4 - 4 16 
33-35 1 - 5 - 5 25 
Totals---- 26 + 7 169 
I 
Assumed mean 49 
m == 49 + ( +7+26) X 3 
m = 49 + (0.27) X 3 
m::. 49 + 0.81 
m = 49.81 or 50 
I Size of 
SD ~ \ ~(FD~2 - (~FD)2 x Class N (T) Interval 
SD::. \ 169 (+7)
2 3 rn- <'2"6> X 
SD = ~6 .5 - 0. 7 X 3 
I SD = ~5.8 X 3 
SD = 2.41 X 3 




Group IV Group II 
7 pupils 
6 Pupils 6 Pupils 
Group I 
Group V 
-~ Pupl.ls I ::: Pupils 50 
34 40 41 47 48 I 54 55 61 62 68 




Table 5. Oaleulation of the Mean and Standard Deviation on the Final Test. I 
I I Raw ~oores I in oless Frf intervals of F D FD 
three 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) I 
90-92 0 + 6 0 0 
87-89 0 + 5 0 0 
84-86 0 + 4 0 0 
I 81-83 l + 3 + 3 9 
78-80 4 + 2 + 8 16 
75-77 5 + l + 5 5 
72-74 4 0 0 0 
69-71 5 - 1 - 5 5 
66-68 1 - 2 - 2 4 
63-65 3 - 3 - 9 27 
60--62 2 - 4 - 8 32 
57-59 1 - 5 - 5 25 
Totals---- 26 -13 12.3 
Assumed mean 73 
m == 73 + (-13+26) X 3 
m = 73 + (-0.50) X 3 
m = 73 - 1.50 
m = 71.50 or 72 
Size of 
SD = \ ~(FD)2 (~FD)2 Class N ... (1f") X Interval 
SD= ~~- (-13)2 ~ X 3 
SD = ~ 4.73 - 0.25 X 3 
SD = ~4.48. X 3 
SD = 2. 12 X 3 







8 pupils Group II 
Group IV 6 Pup1.ls 
-4 pupils, 
70 
61 66 67 J 72 73 
Relat~ve ~rowth Scale 
8 ' <tnr1 . Jnrv ... ~r~tty 





78 79 84 
I' 
I 
Report of work done based upon log.-- On the fi~st day of the unit the 
pre-test was adrninistered to the olass. It was explained at ·t.his time that 
the mark made upon this test would not be counted as a part of the final 
mark assigned for work accomplished on the entire unit. The reaction of th ' 
class was good. There were very few comments although a few made remarks 
during the taking of the test to the effect that they had· no idea whet some 
of the answers might be. The enti.re period of fifty minutes was devoted to 
the test. The o~ass was kept busy until the final bell. 
The second dey was spent in viewing moving pictures in 
the plan explained in the introductory phase of the unit in Chapter II. 
Two· pioture.s were shown and eeoh pupil was given a brief study guide 
consisting of questi.ons based upon feats brought out in the pictures. Ten 
preparation for the next day's discussion. 
On the third day the discussion period· on the pictures was ended I after 1 
twenty-five minutes. The remaining twenty-five minutes were taken by the 
teacher to explain the plan of the unit and the procedure to be followed. 
The general study end activity guides were passed out ten minutes before th 
period ended. 
The laboratory period got underway in full swing on Thursday~ which 
was the fourth day, and continued until the beginning of the period one 
week later. During this olass period the writer talked with various pupils 
and organized a committee in preparation for the pooling-and-sharing of II 
experiences phase. This oolll'Ilittee used most of the period for interviewing,, 
I 







was carried over into Friday when the writer sat down with the committee 
and added names and made suggestions for the next phase which was to begin 
on Monday. Vfuile all this· was going on, class members not involved in 
I
I ::·:::·::::o:::t:::::.:i::t:::::.:~udy-and-aotivity guides along with work 
A list of the optional related activities had been posted by the write 
I on the bulletin board on the day the procedure for work on the unit was 
explained. At the same time, a filing card box was placed on the writerts 
desk with deta.iled instructions on individual cards for each item listed 
under optional related activities. When pupils indioated a desire to do on 
of these activities their names were listed in a book under the topic 
selected. It was from this book that the writer gave names to the committee 
for help in arranging the program for the pooling and sharing of experience 
This pooling and sharing of experiences began on Monday, which marked 
the beginning of the third week. It continued through Thursday, and on 
Friday the same test which was given on the first day as a. pre-test was 
administered again as the final test on the unit. This marked the end of 
three weeks of work. 
On the following Monday the pupils were asked to fill out papers givin 
their reaction to the work on the unit. A report of these findings follows. 
Reaction of the pupils to the unit.-- In attempting to find out the we 
the class reacted to the unit each pupil was given an inquiry form to fill 




A· Indicate below, by checking, the items you liked best in this method of 
study. 
( ) 1. Working in groups with others. 
( ) 2. Knowing exactly what I could do as a result of the General 
Study Guide. 
( ) 3. Being allowed a choice as to the order in which things could 
be done. 
( ) 4. The opportunity to discuss thing s with the teacher individuall i 
during the laboratory period. I 
( ) 5. The opportunity to evaluate my work with the work done by I 
others in the pooling and sharing of experiences stage . 
( ) 6. The opportunity to go beyond the prescribed area of study as a 
result of the optional related activities procedure. 
( ) 7. Other 
----------------------------------
• (Name H.) 
B. Indicate below, by checking, the things you liked least in this method 
of study. 
( ) 1. Working by myself. 
( ) 2. Working with others. 
( ) 3. Reading. 
( ) 4. Reciting. 
( ) 5. Movement of students in the room. 
( ) 6. Teacher checking me as I worked. 
( ) 7. Other (Name it.) 
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D. Vfuat would you say was the most difficult thing you encountered? 
1. • 
2. • 




F. What would you say was the most uninteresting part of the work? 
1. ___________ llhy? • 
2. ____________________ Vfuy? 
G. What parts of this method would you say were useful to you? 
1. 
----------- V~hy? ----------- • 
2. 1Vhy? • 
---------------------- -----------------------
H. would you say some parts of the method were useless? I If so, what parts~ 
1. 
----------- Why? ----------- • 
2. Why? • 
------------------------ ------------------------
I. Woul d you prefer to write all the time or discuss all the time? 
1. • 
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A study of the inquiry forms brought out many interesting and helpful 
ideas to the writer. 
In part A, the things liked best in this method of study in order of 
ohoioe by actual count were: 
1. Working in groups with others. 
I 
2 . The opportunity to evaluate ~ wo rk with the work done by others iz1 




3. Being allowed a choice as to the order in which things could be 
done. 
4. The opportunity to discuss t hi ng s with the teacher individually 
' during the laboratory period. 
5. Knowing exactly what to do as a result of the gener al study gu ide. 
6 . The opportunity to go beyond the p rescribed area of study as a 
r esult of the optional related activities procedure. 
Only one pupil filled in item 7 which was to name anything not listed 
whioh was liked best. The thing this pupil liked best was being able to 
find all the books in the library. 
In part B, the things liked least in this method of study in order of 
ohoioe by actual count were: 
1. Reading. 
2. Vforking by myself • . 
3. 1~vement of students in room. 
4. Reciting. 
5. Teacher checking me as I worked. 
6 . Working with others. 
Only two pupils ~illed in item 7 which was to name any other item not 
listed which was liked least. One pupi l stated that there were too many 
ra~erances and that he could not retain i nterest as a result. The other 
thought the assignments were too long. 
In part 0 , many di~~erent answers were given. Pupils were asked to 
list anything easy in the method. Some o~ these answers were: 
1. Re~erenoe pages given. 
2. Able to talk during class. 
3. List of where to ~ind in~ormation. 
4. Working in groups. 
5. Having pages given in the variou s books to ~ind in~ormetion. 
6. Questions were interesting and easy to do. 
7. Making charts. 
Part D brought out many dif~erent answers. PupUs were asked to name 
the most di~~icult thing encountered. One girl with a high Intelligence 
Quotient adndtted being challenged by the optional related activities. 
Many stated that trying to do an optional related activity was the most 
di~~icult thing for them. Such things as arranging ~or an interview and 
talking with people outside o~ school seemed di~~icult for many. 
Part E brought out varied answers. Pupils here were asked to name som• 
pert o~ the work in which they were unusually interested. Several were not 
unusually interested in any part of the work. One was interested in 
copying notes. Another was interested in the oral reports given by the 
pupils because they were so interesting; and one was unusually interested i l' 
~inding out the nationalities of classmates. 
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Part F, whioh asked for the most uninteresting part of the work, was 
filled in by only two students. Their answers were: The general study end 
aotivity guide is too hard. Some parts of the reading were not interesting. 
In part G, whioh asked for the parts of the unit whioh were most useful 
to you, the majority of pupils answered that all parts of the work were 
useful. Some specific answers were: Special reports were useful to me 
because I learned a lot by listening to others. Sharing and comparing xcy 
i deas vvith others gave me ideas about what to do and how to feel about 
things. 
In part H, the pupils were asked to name the parts of the unit whio h 
they considered to be useless. The replies were very encouraging to the 
writer because not one pupil considered any part of the unit as useless. 
The results of part I showed that the class preferred to write half the 
time and recite half the time. 
Reaction of the writer to the unit.-- The teaohing of this unit was a 
most satisfying experience to the writer. This method of teaching has 
proved in a.ction to be superior to ony other method tried over a period of 
years. The pupils enjoyed the work and demonstrated their educative growth. 
The unit as it now stands is far from perfect but over the years it is 
hoped that improvements will be made that will add to its value and 
usefulness. 
One weakness of the unit which was demonstrated during the teaching-
learning oycle was in the matter of time. Five weeks could quite easily be 
given to this study. This was brought out during the pooling and sharing 
of experiences. Maey of the oral reports given were outstanding and 
because so much ef1·ort went into the preparation of these the writer was 
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reluctant to cut the time allotted to each pupil. As a result, in order to 
stay within the time limit set up at the beginning of the unit, many of the 
reports could not be given. 
During the laboratory phase of the teaching the movement of the pupils 
and the talk in the room was a mental hazard. This was due for the most 
part to the fact that the writer has been steeped in traditionalism and 
saturated with the philosophy that pupils are concentrating only when they 
are quiet. As time went on, this idea faded and toward the close of the 
unit the procedure grew to be most enjoyab le. It is alarming, though, to 
observe the number of supervisors and department heads who still cling to 
some of these ideas. 
The writer's experience with the optional related activities was 
perhaps the most satisfying thing of all f'rom the teaching point of view. 
For the i'irst time the more capable members of the class were kept busy and 
interested right up to the end of the study. One girl in particular became 
so interested in the study of minorities that she succeeded in organizing a 
discussion group among the adult members of her church, and several members 
c alled the principal of the school to commend the authorities for sponsorine ' 
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APPENDIX C. 73 
Knmrl.ng e2'Ctly ~t I could dGI ae a result of the Oene!ral Study Cld.de ., 
B eing allo-.;ed a choice as to the order in which thi:~s. ooul d be doeeo 
'H1e opportunit.y to di=cusa ·l:;hings with the teached i :ncHvidu.tJ.lly du:ring 
the laboratory periodo 
' 11he opportun~_ty to ev.qlu.a;te my work nth the work do:ae hy ot hers :t: 
the pooling and sharing of experiences stageo 
(v{6., The opportunity to go beyond the pl''ascribe d area of study aa tn res:alt 
of t he optional ra lated act.ivi·fiies- proc:edUl~e ., 
( ) ?, Other ( NEtM9 it) 
=---~-;·-----------~"~---...,--~-=-· ~--...,~ 
2:.~di.t;:_!,~!.J~;;lp .:· . b~L£,~~~~~.~- ;!!h1~!J_$ .. J._iked ~aat t11 this; ~~£"g!L~~'t!1~> 
Hr, ( /1,, Wol'king by myself'o 
( ) 2 o Working'&th .-,there" 
( ) ·~ Re~!ding ., JO 
( } I• :l.,l:o Recdting ~ 
{ } , () Movement of stu.dsnt,s in t h'3 roomo 
' ) 6,. Teacher chdc:king me ae I 'irorked" ' \ 





Lo What ~~ )'(;1'1:!. .ua;r ·me t!~:t: JU~£rt clti.fic:n!lt tbing you 9I;1C9!l-nt9d:? 
"·o cl. .... ______________________ _ 
1"----~~~~~~~~~==~----------Why? ________________________ ~----~ 
:2-o __ -· -~.---.. --·~--





Ho !2-u,!,qyou .S!l S_2!!9 pa~_! of the method were useless? I.f so, what parts? 

































































3. Culture Traits 
4. Materiali stio 
Idealistic: 
5. Understand 
Appreobte 
Part VI 
Majority Minority 
1 
5 
6 
8 
9 
12 
13 
14 
2 
3 
4 
7 
10 
11 
Part IX 
1. (10) 
2. (7) 
(5) 
(4) 
(9) 
(8) 
(2) 
(6) 
(3) 
(1) 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
